
- FREE cross stitch pattern -
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Pattern information
Stitch count: maximum 27 wide x 22 high

Design size (mamimum w x h): 4.9 x 4.0 cm on 14 count Aida / 28 count evenweave/linen
 4.3 x 3.5 cm on 16 count Aida / 32 count evenweave/linen
 3.8 x 3.1 cm on 18 count Aida

 

Thread used: DMC, 6 colours

Cover samples stitched in 2 strands of thread (1 strands for backstitch) on 16 count white
Aida

Mini robins
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Inspire me!
Ways to use your stitching
 

- these teeny little robins make quick and easy greeting cards; just patch the design on to the front of a
single fold card or use a pre-cut aperture card

- dress up Christmas presents by popping these cute robins on tags and attaching with some matching
red bakers twine or sparkly ribbon

- use soluble/waste canvas to stitch a robin onto items of clothing or table linen to add a festive touch

Customising the pattern

- you can stitch these robins in any 2 shades of brown you have in your stash

- add a little sparkle by using red metallic thread or DMC Etoile C666 for the robin breasts

- if you don't love French knots then add some tiny black seed beads for the eyes instead of the knots

Get social!
Find Catkin and Lillie on social media
 

Website: catkinandlillie.com

Instagram: @catkinandlillie  (I'd also love it if you shared your work-in-progress or finished pieces with
the #catkinandlillie)

Pinterest: @catkinandlillie

Facebook: facebook.com/catkinandlillie

Finally...
If you have any questions please get in touch with me and I'll get back to you as soon as I can
Email: kat@catkinandlillie.com
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Mini Robins
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Number Name: Strands Length Stitches

DMC 434 Brown light 2 0.1 Skeins 82

DMC 436 Tan 2 0.1 Skeins 216

DMC 498 Christmas Red dark 2 0.1 Skeins 39

DMC 321 Christmas Red 2 0.1 Skeins 89

DMC 743 Yellow medium 2 0.1 Skeins 6

DMC 310 Black 1 0.1 Skeins backstitch only

No. B/S - Color Skeins

DMC 310 (1 str) 0.01


